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NEWS & VIEWS

The Swing BY ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON
How do you like to go up in a swing,
Up in the air so blue?
Oh, I do think it the pleasantest thing
Ever a child can do!
Up in the air and over the wall,
Till I can see so wide,
Rivers and trees and cattle and all
Over the countryside—
Till I look down on the garden green,
Down on the roof so brown—
Up in the air I go flying again,
Up in the air and down!
...And so may a slow
wind work these words
of love around you,
an invisible cloak
to mind your life.
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Programme and Notice
Sunday Service
June 5th - Roddy Macpherson, ‘Jubilees’, at 7pm on Zoom
June 12th - Ant Howe, joint service with Unitarians in Edinburgh, at 11am in the church and on
Zoom, followed in the afternoon by a discussion on Zoom on the training of minister
June 19th - Iain Brown, ‘Developments in the Study of the Evolution of Religions’, at 7pm on
Zoo
June 26th - Rev. John & Barbara Clifford, ‘Flower Communion Service’, at 11am in the church
and on Zoom
Wednesday Meeting
June 1st - Monarchy or Republic?
June 8th - Join with Unitarians in Edinburgh for ‘Unitarian Panorama’, meeting on the
Edinburgh Zoom: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81553955779
Meeting ID: 815 5395 577
There is no passwor
June 15th - what difference is climate change making to our lives following COP26?
June 22nd - do you believe in a personal God? Why? Have you changed your mind?
June 29th - to be arranged
We continue to meet every Tuesday morning at on 11am Zoom for a chat in our usual Zoom
room. Feel free to drop in any time
Link and access numbers for our Zoom meetings remain as follows
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/5291141523?pwd=YjdhaFgxakY0TWJHWENZMW1PYjhoZz09
Meeting ID: 529 114 1523
Passcode: 159
Do remember our outing to the Burrell Collection is Monday 20th June. Please let Ruth
Gregory know if you would be interested in coming or if you would need a lift: 01294 822544 or
email rlgregory1765@gmail.co
Following a BBC programme raising awareness, Barbara Clifford reminds us to leave
dandelions to grow for the insects 🐞 🐜 https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-61264905
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Anam Cara
The Celtic understanding of friendship found
its inspiration and culmination in the sublime
notion of the anam cara. Anam is the Gaelic
word for soul; cara is the word for friend. The
anam cara was a person to whom you could
reveal the hidden intimacies of your life.
In everyone’s life, there is great need for an anam cara - a soul friend. In this
love, you are understood as you are without mask or pretension. The superficial
and functional lies and half-truths of acquaintance fall away. You can be as you
really are.
A friend is different from an acquaintance. Friendship is a deeper and more
sacred connection. Shakespeare has a beautiful phrase for this :‘The friends thou hast, and their adoption tried,
Grapple them to thy soul with hoops of steel’.
So a friend is incredibly precious. A friend is a loved one who awakens your life
in order to free the wild possibilities within you.

A Friendship Blessing
May you be blessed with good friends.
May you learn to be a good friend to yourself.
May you treasure your friends.
May you be good to them and may you be there for them;
May they bring you all the blessings, challenges, truth and
light that you need for your journey.
May you never be isolated; but may you always be
in the gentle nest of belonging with your anam cara.
Taken from ‘Anam Cara - Spiritual wisdom from the Celtic World’
by John O’Donohue
Contributed by Lyanne Mitchell
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Quarantine
Eavan Boland - 1944-2020

In the worst hour of the worst season
of the worst year of a whole people
a man set out from the workhouse with his wife.
He was walking—they were both walking—north.
She was sick with famine fever and could not keep up.
He lifted her and put her on his back.
He walked like that west and west and north.
Until at nightfall under freezing stars they arrived.
In the morning they were both found dead.
Of cold. Of hunger. Of the toxins of a whole history.
But her feet were held against his breastbone.
The last heat of his flesh was his last gift to her.
Let no love poem ever come to this threshold.
There is no place here for the inexact
praise of the easy graces and sensuality of the body.
There is only time for this merciless inventory:
Their death together in the winter of 1847.
Also what they suffered. How they lived.
And what there is between a man and woman.
And in which darkness it can best be proved.
Eavan Boland died April 2020 during the pandemic of a stroke.
Contributed by Alison Spurway
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“ To achieve great things
two things are needed ;
a plan.....
and not quite

enough time”
Leonard Bernstein
In my former life as a graphic designer, DEADLINES were my worst enemies....
AND my best friends! They are what focusses the mind into action, helped along by
fear. If a project has no deadline, it sinks to the bottom of the list.
Dreams without deadlines are dead in the water. Deadlines are really LIFElLINES
to achieving our goals.
A deadline is a kind of negative inspiration. Still, it's better than no inspiration at all!

Inspiration (from the Latin in-spir-are, meaning "to breathe into") refers to
an unconscious burst of creativity in a literary, musical, or other artistic endeavour.
The Greeks believed that inspiration or
"enthusiasm" came from the nine Muses. Similarly,
in the Ancient Norse religions, inspiration derives
from the gods, such as Odin. Inspiration is also a
divine matter in Hebrew poetry. In the Book of
Amos, the prophet speaks of being overwhelmed
by God's voice and compelled to speak. In
Christianity, inspiration is a gift of the Holy Spirit.

IIInspiration

is a guest
that does not willingly
visit the lazy
Tchaikovsky

In the early 20th century, Sigmund Freud located
inspiration in the inner psyche of the artist. Carl
Jung's theory of inspiration suggests that an artist
is one who was attuned to racial memory, which
encoded the archetypes of the human mind.
Hmmm - that all sounds very grand - but without a
DEADLINE inspiration alone may not get the job
done.
This page appeared in the Unitarian Music
Society’s newsletter Cantemus News
issue 4 - unitarianmusic.org.uk

Lyanne Mitchell
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To d a y, t h e i d e a t h a t a l l t h i n g s a r e
interconnected has been so well used that it
has collapsed into a cliche. The idea of the
web of life underpins modern scienti c
conceptions of nature. The school of 'systems
theory' which arose during the twentieth
century understands all systems - from traf c
ows to governments to ecosystems - to be
dynamic networks of interaction. The eld of
'arti cial intelligence' solves problems using
arti cial neural networks. Many aspects of
human life are continuous with the digital
networks of the Internet
Network neuroscience invites us to
understand ourselves as dynamic networks.
Like a well-exercised muscle, 'network' has
hypertrophied into a master concept. It is hard
to think of a subject that networks aren't used
to make sense of
Many traditional cultures understand life to be
an entangled whole. The language of the
Potowami of the Great Plains region of the United States is rich in verb forms that
attribute aliveness to the more-than-human world. For example the word for hill is a verb:
'to be a hill'. Hills are regarded as actively being hills. Equipped with this 'grammar of
animacy', it becomes possible to talk about the life of other organisms without either
reducing them to an 'it', or borrowing concepts traditionally reserved for humans
In English there is no way to recognize the simple existence of another living being. If
you are not a human subject, by default you are an object, an 'it', a 'mere thing'. If you
repurpose a human concept to help make sense of the life of a non-human organism,
you've tumbled into the trap of anthropomorphism. Use 'it', and you've objecti ed the
organism, and fallen into a different kind of trap. Biological realities aren't black and
white, why should the stories and metaphors we use to make sense of the world - our
investigative tools - be so? Might we be able to expand some of our concepts
From: Merlin Sheldrake, Entangled Life (2021) pp. 46, 7
contributed by Ruth Jacob
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Towards a grammar of animacy

A ‘Salt of the Earth’
The highlight of our recent holiday in
Harrogate was a visit to Salts Mill - a
former textile mill, now an art gallery,
shopping centre, and restaurant
complex in Saltaire, Bradford, West
Yorkshire. It was built by Sir Titus Salt
in 1853.
The mill has the largest
collection of paintings by David
Hockney on display. I am a huge fan!
The Mill and surrounding town of
Saltaire was financed and built by the
19th century industrialist and
philanthropist Sir Titus Salt after he
observed other textile factories and
was disappointed by the working
conditions he saw there.

Sir Titus Salt, 1st Baronet - manufacturer,
politician and philanthropist.

At the time mill working conditions
were commonly poor, with most
workers suffering disease, low wages
and labour exploitation. Dangerous
machinery and long hours, sometimes
exceeding 16 hour working days,
resulted in frequent accidents.
Titus Salt acknowledged this and built
a factory and surrounding town with
which he intended to improve the
working conditions for his employees.
When completed, the mill was the
largest industrial building in the world
by total floor area. The mill closed in
1986 and the following year it was sold
to Jonathan Silver, who began a long
renovation scheme.

Mill workers in Saltaire had a school,
church, hospital and meeting halls - as
well as vastly improved housing. Sir Titus
demanded 2 conditions for living in
Saltaire - regular church attendance and
temperance ( there were no pubs in
Saltaire). We couldn’t help smiling when
we passed a bar with the title - ‘Don’t Tell
Titus!’
This was a memorable day out for us.
Lyanne Mitchell
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Messiahs without Ends and Ends without Messiahs
Two thousand years after the time Jesus is said to have lived, we all likely have our own
ideas about and associations with the term messiah. Scholars have endeavoured to get a
sense of what people in antiquity thought about the messiah, and have traced how the idea
has evolved since. There are many apocalyptic writings preserved from the centuries of
Second Temple Judaism. Not all of these scenarios looked to an anointed figure in whom
the fulfillment of God's purposes would be focused. The War Scroll from the Dead Sea
Scroll library describes the final battle between Good and Evil withount any mention of the
messiah. However the coming of the messiah was seen by some Jewish believers to mark
the end of the old age and the dawn of a New Age. In some apocalyptic writings the focus
is on an otherworldly figure, in others on a political, nationalistic, military liberator.
It is disputed whether Jesus ever claimed that he was the messiah himself, but certainly his
followers quickly claimed it for him. In his epistles, Paul made little mention of the
messiahship, probably, because outside Jewish circles, the concept of messiah would have
been quite unintelligible. Those who knew of it, might have thought of a revolutionary
figure, which would alienate Gentile converts and invite the hostile attention of the Roman
state. Paul rather used the term Christ to underline that Jesus is a fulfilment figure. His
rising from the dead was interpreted as the beginning or 'the first fruits', of the general
resurrection which was expected at the End of Time.

The resurrection transformed: from eschatological
group event to messianic status-indicator
The resurrection of the dead was one of the miraculous events that Jewish traditions
anticipated as part of the End times and the establishment of God's Kingdom. Jesus'
followers experiences of Jesus raised - whatever it is that they thought they saw and
however we interpret their experiences now - cohered with these hopes and reaffirmed
them. But they also deviated from their expectations in that the resurrection of the dead
was supposed to be both a communal and an eschatological event. But time continued and
no mass resurrections occurred.
In the face of disconfirmation, later Christian
theologies adjusted to the Kingdom's delay and
i n t e r p r e t e d J e s u s ' r e s u r r e c t i o n a s a n e ve n t
significant in and of itself. In the gospel of Mark,
Jesus' crucifixion and resurrection comprised a coded
message about the temple's destruction, and the
second coming of Jesus to be witnessed by Mark's
own generation. For Matthew and John, the
resurrection established Jesus' identity as messiah
and divine son. For Luke, Jesus' resurrection was the
key to interpreting Jewish scriptures, the meanings of
messiah, and to establishing the mixed-ethnic, both Jewish and gentile church.
Eventually, as the years stretched on, evolving traditions would de-eschatologize the
meaning of Jesus' resurrection. It had shifted from being a time-indicator ('Jesus is raised,
therefore the Kingdom must be coming soon') to being a status-indicator ('Jesus is raised,
therefore, he must be the Messiah'). This shift is evident in modern translations and
views: the resurrection itself says nothing about what time it is on God's clock.

From:
Paula Fredriksen, When Christians Were Jews (2018)
John Ziesler, Pauline Christianity (1990)

contributed by Ruth Jacobs
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Glasgow Unitarian Church - 2022 Annual General Meetin
Around 22 members and friends were gathered in the church, and 4 online via Zoom, for our AGM on
Sunday the 15th May. The AGM was preceded by a short service led by Margaret Paxton. Our worship
began with chalice lighting without opening words, as Margaret reminded us that words aren’t
compulsory, and sometimes it’s good to question and vary habits. Alison Spurway read two passages
from scripture: the parable of the prodigal son from Luke, and the short remarks in Genesis 4 where Cain
asked: “am I my brother’s keeper?” Margaret referred back to a service in the previous year, led by Neil
Spurway, on the topic of the philosopher king Marcus Aurelius, and the recent service by Sister Isobel
Smythe. On the topic of duty and obligation, Margaret expressed the view that parents have a duty
toward their children because they chose to have children, whereas children do not choose to be born.
Immediately following the service, Roddy Macpherson was nominated chairperson for the AGM. Roddy
re ected that the poignant moment of 2021 had be the death of longtime member Vivien Smith. He
welcomed Vivien’s daughters, Sheila and Margaret, who were in attendance, and thanked them for
providing teas and coffees for the day. The collection was in aid of nurses as Vivien had trained as a
nurse. There followed an interval of around 20 minutes downstairs. When the meeting resumed, the
minutes of the previous AGM, and the reports for this year’s AGM were brie y surveyed and accepted,
after a few corrections. Roddy noted that the most recent nancial information indicated that the church
is now just about breaking even. With new tenants and lets recently agreed, the church has a good
prospect of covering its expenses with income going forward. The trustees informed the congregation
that, resulting from conversation with tenants, they recommended that new windows should be installed.
The previous windows have been in place for around 60 years. The congregation indicated it was in
agreement that signi cant funds should be made available for this purpose. Roddy noted the retiral of
Barry Bell, Ruth Jacobs and Donald Jacobs as trustees, and con rmed that Roddy Macpherson, Iain
Brown, Charlie Dand, Ruth Gregory,
Ruth Paxton Wright and Margaret
Macintyre McClymont are continuing
as trustees. Gentle inquiries
produced no further trustees at the
present time. Roddy asked the
congregation, and there was
agreement, that the trustees could
invite additional willing members to
serve as trustees during the coming
y e a r, i f t h e n e c e s s i t y a n d / o r
opportunity arose. Church Of cer,
Alison Briggs, noted that the
constitution allows for a minimum of 5
trustees and that the body currently
meets that requirement. Roddy noted
that the congregation had been
informed that the trustees wish to
alter the constitution to allow for
online attendance and voting at
meetings, something all organisations have had to consider during the pandemic, and many are making
adjustments to allow. This motion will be put to the congregation, with prior notice, at a future
Extraordinary General Meeting. It was decided that Ruth Gregory and Alison Briggs (as executive
members), and Iain Brown and Barbara Clifford (as ordinary members) should represent the Glasgow
congregation to the Scottish Unitarian Association. Hope was expressed that our representatives may
help reinvigorate that organisation in conjunction with an ongoing review of its constitution led by Ruth
Gregory and a team of 8. Finally, our convenor, and chairperson on the day, inquired from the
congregation their views on the timing and manner of future church services. A number of members
expressed preference for services at 11am in the church.

Donald Jacobs

This summary is a partial and incomplete recollection of the meeting only
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PERSONNEL
MINISTER EMERITUS – Rev. John Cliffor
LAY PREACHER – Iain Brow
WORSHIP LEADERS - Barry Bell, Alison Briggs, Barbara Clifford, Rev. John Clifford,
Donald Jacobs, Roddy Macpherson, Jim Millar, Lyanne Mitchell, Alastair Moodie,
Margaret Paxton, Alison Spurway and Neil Spurwa
WEDDING CELEBRANT
Iain Brown - iain.brown13@gmail.com
0141 339 7815 or 07742 653 30
Rev. John Clifford - revclifford@fastmail.com 01355 235 32
CHURCH CONVENER – Roddy Macpherso
0141 632 2970 or 07802 349 898 convener@glasgowunitarians-scio.org.uk
CHURCH SECRETARY – Iain Brown – 0141 339 7815 or 07742 653 30
secretary@glasgowunitarians-scio.org.uk
CHURCH TREASURER – Charlie Dand – 0141 943 081
treasurer@glasgowunitarians-scio.org.uk
CHURCH OFFICER – Alison Briggs - 07533 140612 or 0141 221 315
churchof cer@glasgowunitarians-scio.org.uk
07533 140 612
SAFEGUARDING – Barbara Cliffor
01355 235 324 – barbaraclifford@fastmail.com
MUSIC CO-ORDINATOR – Roddy Macpherso
0141 632 2970 - macphersonRA@aol.com
SOCIAL CONVENOR - Ruth Gregor
01294 822 544 - rlgregory1765@gmail.com
PROPERTY MANAGER – Charlie Dan
0141 943 0819 - crdand@kooked.co.uk
FIRE & SAFETY OFFICER - Alison Briggs and Charlie Dan
NEWS & VIEWS - Lyanne Mitchell, Janet Briggs and Donald Jacobs
lyanne.mitchell.rothesay@gmail.com, jsbriggs159@gmail.com and donrayjay@aol.com
0141 571 2610 and 01475 73234
WEBSITE www.glasgowunitarians.org FACEBOOK: https://www.facebook.com/
GlasgowUnitarians/
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